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Hello! Welcome to Yield more, your conscious marketplace.  

Am grateful for you being here and wish to give you the warmest 
welcome with thanking you for being here for yourself. Thank 
you. You could be here to find help for yourself or just to educate 
yourself about spirituality, you are here at the right place and time. 

A lot of them confuse religion with spirituality, Spirituality is the 
Journey to inner-self or soul. The following articles only intends to 
educate you on Spirituality. 

You are believer in higher entity or not it doesn’t matter, you can 
choose to believe science to read ahead. 

In Science and Spirituality everything is considered as Energy, 
without energy there are no creations, movement or destruction. 
Where Science mathematically evaluates Energy, Spirituality 
allows you to follow through faith. 

Einstein or Tesla, both knew and believed in Scientific and 
Spiritual patterns of energy.  

Topics covered are categorised as following: 
- Spiritual knowledge or Spiritual facts  

- Practices that focuses on the laws of the universe  

- Recommendations of books, personalities and their Social 
Media pages as suggestions. 
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Introduction: 

Many words such as Meditation, Affirmation, Healing, 
Crystals, Breath work are so popular, even a few laws such as 
the Law of Attraction has reached out to every person in some 
way or the other and now more than ever its important to 
understand the basics and to be educated on the same. Some of 
them mentioned here are tools and some are everyday 
practices, every method, tool or practice has its own benefits 
and to understand it in the channelised manner first we will 
look at the laws of the universe.

Laws of the universe.
There are  12 Laws of the universe, anything more than it is 
only subcategories of the mentioned 12. 

1) Law of  Oneness - Everything is connected 

2) Law of  Vibration -  Everything has a Frequency 

3) Law of Attraction - Everything is received by what you 
focus  on

4) Law of Correspondence- As above so below 

5) Law of Action- Manifestation requires aligned actions 

6) Law of Cause and Effect- Our choices and actions has its 
Repercussions/ Consequences 

7) Law of Compensation- Every Action is Rewarded

8) Law of Perpetual Transmission - Energy is Always moving 
and is Always changing 

9) Law of Relativity - As everything is connected it is Relative 

10)  Law of Polarity - Everything has another side 

11) Law of Rhythm - Everything is ever changing 

12) Law of Gender - Balancing of Energies.
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